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Political correctness was conceived to silence you. Don't use harsh words, don't confront a liar, don't 
embarrass them by confronting them with the vulgar truth, don't say anything that may offend anyone 
etc.

The plan has been to use political correctness to diminish your opinion and your voice. We collectively 
must say the hell with political correctness. We are kind, considerate, friendly, respectful and 
understanding, so we don't have to be Politically Correct. 

If you don't voice your opinion or anger now, you soon will have no voice. Only We The People can 
Expose the Vulgar Truth, the distorted lies, the deception and the corruption throughout the media and 
our government. 

After all of the deception and habitual bald-faced lying to the American people, we should never again 
ignore the evidence and blindly foolishly trust the media or our government. 

Your apathy is exactly what the vulgar politicians count on. Stop making excuses to yourself. You are 
not powerless to make a difference. 

Political correctness is social programming promulgated by the traditional Left, don’t ask, don’t speak, 
don’t dissent. This is in alignment with a global design and strategy that’s so subtle, so invisible, yet so 
pervasive that it is accepted by our children who are being programmed, conditioned and educated to 
see, feel, think, and act socially and politically correct.

Political correctness is the mind numbing, guilt-oriented, intellectual fundamentalism of the Left, 
liberal, socialist, and communist global elite, intent on destroying free thought, independent inquiry and
true consensus building by the mind controlling propaganda machines.

Political correctness is the Left, Liberal, Socialist, and Communist intent on gradual or stealthy 
encroachment of the entire First Amendment. 

What Are You Going To Do About It? 


